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1 ABSTRACT
In this paper, we expand upon the robust
security mechanisms of XML data. There are
many methodologies for XML security, such
as XML encryption and XML signature, which
are W3C recommendations. Although these
methods meet the XML security standard, they
do not signify that any XML data is secure or
unbreachable. XML vulnerabilities are among
OWASP's top-ten security risks by XML
External Entity or XXE attacks. Therefore,
many researchers have devised their
mechanisms to increase protection for XML
data, by either improving known methods or
creating their own to improve XML security
from attackers. Combining methods is also an
option, creating layers of protection. Even if
an attacker can penetrate one layer, another
layer creates a stricter barrier for the attacker
to achieve any malicious attack. Blueprint Key
(BK) is our novel XML method to provide that
extra layer of protection. BK separates XML
data from structure, making the structure as
important as the content. What makes BK so
unique is the fact that the key itself is another
XML file. Results show that encryption and
decryption speed are very minimal and that
adding it to any process increases security for
XML data.

2 KEYWORDS
XML, XML Encryption, XML Signature,
Steganography, Asymmetric Encryption,
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3 INTRODUCTION

XML is a data structure applied across many
platforms and frameworks. An XML file may
contain sensitive data such as personal,
account, statement, or banking information.
Thus, XML security enforcement is essential
to ensure the protection of any sensitive data.
The World Wide Web Consortium (W3C)
XML security standards are XML encryption
and XML signature. XML encryption protects
the content of a file while XML signature
serves to maintain authentication or integrity.
Both methods deal with applying special XML
elements, such as EncryptedData or
SignatureInfo, performing their desired
function. Many researchers have their
algorithms, concealing, or reconstructing data
unrecognizable or unreadable through
encryption. Therefore, implementing known
methods such as Caesar or Vigenère Cipher is
not uncommon. However, these techniques, as
well as XML encryption and signature, have
been defeated before. They are exposing
weakness in XML, leading to XML security
containing vulnerabilities. Considering XML
is a widely used data structure, recognizing the
vulnerabilities as an issue merited a rank on
OWASP's top-ten security risks. Hence, it is
crucial to implement and update XML security
methods to ensure sensitive data is protected.
Blueprint Key (BK) is our proposed
method to secure the XML structure by
rendering it unrecognizable. Most encryption
methods contain a central algorithm, math
techniques, and other data structures to
reconstruct or hide data. With BK, the central
algorithm or key is another XML file where
the original structure or specific data have
their particular locations marked on the BK
XML file. This makes the BK File key crucial
in encrypting and decrypting any file
regarding BK methods. BK's main positive
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effect is separating data from structure or
making the data and structure unrecognizable
from each other. Merging techniques may
increase security but also take a toll on speed.
Understanding the importance of speed vs.
security is essential in order to obtain the
proper balance. The primary purpose of BK is
to enhance an XML security process. In doing
so, BK becomes merely another security layer
which serves to increase the protection of
XML data. Steganography is the practice of
concealing information such as a message,
image, or audio within a separate file to avoid
detection. BK is a form of steganography in
that it hides XML structure and content using
a separate file. What makes BK so unique is
its crucial reliance on another XML file. In
this paper, we discuss past methods along with
their advantages and their disadvantages. We
explain the benefits and risks of Blueprint Key
methods as well as how to utilize it, as there
are different approaches for doing so. We then
describe our results and make comparisons to
past works, concluding with summarizing how
Blueprint Key can be a great addition to any
XML security process.

4 PAST METHODS
Taflan I. Gündem, et al. in [1] introduce their
technique, XML structure encryption. The
general idea here is to possess two keys; one to
encrypt elements and values and another to
encrypt the XML structure. The structure can
be encrypted by using a relational schema and
tables to record the information. The field key
algorithm uses CBC mode, meaning two
similar elements, like a parent ID, can be
encrypted to have different values. Another
method would be to create a structure ID or
str-ID. Decrypting would require this
information to reconstruct and obtain the
original structure. Doing so would indicate
that the recorded information is the structure
key, while any other added encryption method
for the content would indicate another key.
This causes a separation of content from
structure, halving the entire original file. If the
content key was a known method that had
been breached before, such as XML
encryption, then an attacker would still need
the structure information to have the entire
file. XML structure encryption makes the

structure of an XML file just as crucial as its
content. Therefore, protection for both is
needed, which in the end requires two keys:
the structure key and the content-encryption
key.
Keiko et al in [2] explains in-depth
XML encryption and symmetric encryption.
Symmetric encryption uses the same key for
both encryption and decryption. A sender uses
a function (E) and a key (k) to encrypt the
message (M) to produce the ciphertext (C).
C = Ek(M)

(1)

The receiver then takes the ciphertext(C), a
function (D), and the same key (k) to obtain
the message (M).
M = Dk(C)

(2)

XML encryption supports symmetric
encryption, in which XML elements are
involved in containing the encryption method
and properties such as the key. The data to be
encrypted is usually serialized beforehand,
such that the data is converted into octlets.
Then, after choosing an algorithm and a key,
the cipher data is then in XML format. This
procedure is all carried out in XML
encryption, but the principal of symmetric
encryption is the primary intent. Therefore, the
same benefits and weaknesses of symmetric
encryption apply to XML encryption. For
instance, one advantage is that any user who
possesses the key can encrypt and decrypt as
they please. Of course, this is also a
disadvantage in that an attacker who obtains
the key may perform malicious activities to the
XML. Evidently, XML encryption isn't
completely secure, thus, implementing our BK
method after XML encryption is a great
addition that serves to increase XML security.
A. A. Abd El-Aziz, et al. in [3] create
their own roadmap of XML signature and
encryption for future work and research. They
illustrate how XML signature can be a solution
for falsification while ensuring authentication
and integrity. XML signature has various
different signature approaches such as
detaching signature, enveloped signature, and
an enveloping signature. A detached signature
refers to having data separated by signature as
opposed to having it all in one document. An
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enveloped signature refers to a signature being
a part of the document. An enveloping
signature refers to signed data being contained
within itself. XML signature is suitable for
distribution in the network ecosystem. A
combination of XML signature and encryption
has been carried out before but has also been
broken in the past.
N. Nithin, et al. in [4] address the
drawback of computation time in RSA
asymmetric encryption algorithms, proposing
a new encryption method for XML files called
XML Batch Multi-Prime RSA (XBMRSA).
Asymmetric cryptography has two keys, a
public and private key. The public key is well
known, meaning many users can produce their
own ciphertexts, whereas the private key is
known only to few and is used to decrypt the
secret information. Asymmetric RSA deals
with choosing two prime numbers, preferably
at random to ensure security. It then employs a
module function that is used for decryption as
well. In XBMRSA, for any integer r ≥ 2, key
generation is defined by letting N be a product
of r, which is randomly chosen from distant
primes p1, p2, ... pr. Thus, the pair (N, e) is
used for the public key, while (N, d) is used
for the private key. This results in the same
equation for encryption and decryption for
RSA. When r = 2, only two prime numbers are
used, much as in the original RSA algorithm.
However, when r > 2, there are multiple
primes in the modulus N. This r creates the
difference between RSA and XBMRSA. The
purpose of XBMRSA is to decrease the
drawback of computation time in RSA. After
testing with multiple XML files, the
computation time was decreased and more
efficient than with RSA.
Ankita, et al. in [5] describe how they
improved the security in Service Oriented
Architecture (SOA) in web service using XML
encryption and Signature. They explain the
concept of XML encryption units such as the
whole document, one element, one element
value, or binary value outside of the XML
document. Using these different units and the
method itself improves upon the security of
the message. Much like XML encryption,
XML signature also uses elements, thus
allowing an encrypted file to be signed for
authentication and integrity. They also
mention an XML Certificate, which also

improves upon the security of a message. It
consists of the certificate name, version, serial
number, and validity. They give an overview
of how W3C standards can be used to secure a
message system. There are many instances and
is much research on how to break the
standards in the W3C recommendations, such
as in [6] and [7]. Both show how these
elements for XML encryption and XML
signature can be exploited. This is due to how
flexible XML can be in general. XML
typically contains elements such as nodes,
specifically text element nodes, and attributes.
There are many ways to utilize these elements
using our proposed BK method.
Alberto, et al. in [8] propose a security
framework for XML schemas. They mainly
focused on healthcare information to facilitate
the exchange of this information via the
Continuity of Care Record (CCR). CCR is
used for storing and managing medical tests,
scans, diagnoses, and/or patient data. Their
objective was to have information displayed
differently depending on a user's authorization,
thus generating a customizable access control
security tool. This policy can also be enforced
during runtime to ensure that the correct data
is displayed and is secure. This method is
similar to that of our BK in that the schemas
need to recognize elements using identifiers.
Identifiers are necessary to use the schemas
and present the data correctly to the user's
permission. This research is a fair comparison
for BK in a real-world application.
Ari, et al. in [9] present a model
prototype of how to include security in the
exchange of data. A message sent by the web
service can be altered so that the structure is
changed at the risk of not even being sent at
all. For this study, the researchers built a
system comprising of a web service that uses
XML encryption and RSA cryptography. They
designed it so that every request is
authenticated and confidential and the XML
data communicating between the client and the
webserver is safe (encrypted). Decryption
occurs when data is requested by a user using
the private key and public key with RSA.
Results showed that their design and
implementation addressed the security issued
with authorization, authentication, and
confidentiality. However, the key exchange
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was limited; therefore, the key exchange needs
more protection.
V. Shanmughaneethi, et al. in [10]
explain how XPath injection, which is similar
to SQL injection, can be a useful technique
employed by an attacker to obtain some
information and perform a successful attack.
They're proposing an approach to detect XPath
injections during runtime by intercepting and
parsing expressions for inputs. Similar to SQL
injection counters, strong input validation,
parameterized queries, and custom errors are
common ways to prevent XPath injection. But
these methods aren't sufficient to be fully
secured against XPath injection. Their
proposed method therefore includes an XPath
Injection Vulnerability Detector (PXpathV) so
that any inputs run through the module are
also evaluated with the XPath Expression
Scanner. Using the scanner during runtime
allows any generated queries to be intercepted
before they reach the database server. The next
module is the XPath Expression Analyze
module which detects vulnerabilities. After
catching a query, the analyzer stores them in
an XML document which is used to test for
vulnerabilities. The last module is XQuery
validation, one of the most effective
techniques, which uses XML schema to define
and validate an XML document's structure.
They found that the time difference with or
without the inclusion of the PXPathV module
was very minimal. Due to the possibilities
without the PXPathV module, they found their
methods to be successful such that
vulnerabilities are breached in no time.

information. The encrypted file has the actual
content or hidden structure. The BK file serves
as the blueprint of the original file and
contains the instructions to obtain the original
function.
There are many instances and is much
research on how to break the standards in the
W3C recommendations, such as in [5] and [6].
Both show how these elements for XML
encryption and XML signature can be
exploited due to how flexible XML can be in
general. XML typically contains elements
such as nodes, specifically text element nodes,
and attributes. There are many ways to utilize
these elements using our proposed BK
method. Here we outline two methods for
doing so when encrypting or recording the
XML file structure and content while we are
halving the original file to create the BK key
file and the encryption/decryption file.

Figure 1: Adding BK into the encrypting process
leads to the same result.

5 PROPOSED METHOD:
BLUEPRINT KEY
Blueprint Key (BK) is our proposed method,
its primary purpose a flexible addition to an
encryption process. The inspiration for BK
was derived from a combination of XML
structure
encryption
(XMLSE)
and
steganography. It encrypts the crucial structure
information while hiding the contents using
another XML file. BK creates another key
much like in XMLSE, such that the original
file is split into two different ones. This data is
recorded within the BK file itself, which is
therefore required to retrieve the actual

Figure 2: Simplified decision making for BK.

Figure 1 shows that you can decide
when to use the BK method at any point and it
would produce the same result. Adding other
factors is also possible. Figure 2 is a simplified
process compared to Figure 1, where adding
BK is as simple as including it in either a step
before or after encryption.
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to us if it’s placement or the actual data being
used.

Figure 3: Method 1, separating the XML data from
structure.

Method 1, which is similar to
XMLSE, extracts and encrypts both the
content and structure, resulting in two keys or
recorded information. The encrypted file then
serves as a file containing identifiers or
symbols that pinpoints the location of the
content. The structure key and BK file are
integral for placing the content. Without the
content information, there wouldn't be any
valuable information. As you can see in Figure
3, Method 1 separates data from structure.
This makes structure just as important as the
content. Thus, two keys are created instead of
one when encrypting and decrypting.

Both methods are flexible when using
identifiers. Texts, attributes, or the nodes
themselves can indicate where the identifiers
are placed—creating multiple ways to have the
data and structure recorded. Both methods deal
with an encrypted file, yet method 1 has the
data hidden somewhere in the contents of
another file while method 2 has the contents
removed and recorded. Regardless, both
methods require the BK file to be either
mapped to the contents of the original file or
located in the same place as the original
contents. In addition, BK can have different
keys (files) mapped to the desired file as well
as choose the placement file that will hide the
original file.

Figure 5. Example of an attacker.

Figure 6. Example of how splitting data from
structure limits the attacker from succeeding.

Figure 4. Method 2 (steganography) hiding the file
in another file.

Method 2 hides the XML file in
another XML file. This can be done by adding
random data around the actual content or
moving the elements to different locations in
the placement file. Therefore, the BK file
identifies the location of the actual content. In
Figure 4, the file contents marked in red are
hidden in the placement file. Just as with
steganography, the content is hidden within
other content. This is a form of BK encryption,
where the Blueprint Key file is needed in order
to determine which data is the correct data.
This makes it possible to use the placement
data as an indicator if any data has been used.
For example, if the placement file contains its
own indicators, any leaked data may indicate

Both methods allow the content to be
randomized, ensuring that the structure cannot
be traced back without the BK key file. Figure
5 demonstrates a simple example of how an
attacker can succeed in an attack. While
Figure 6 demonstrates this with the same
process, the attacker can still launch an attack
but only with half the data. The attacker will
need to continue in order to get the original
file.
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Figure 9. An example of the encrypted Blueprint
file.

.
Figure 7. An example of a test XML file’s content.

Figure 7 shows how the test file
contents are being presented. It is a simple
XML file that contains basic student
information, such as first and last name. All
the test files contain similar content as the
most important aspects are the size of the files
as well as how the data is being manipulated.

Figure 9 shows an example of how the
first name, the desired target, is removed from
the file, but replaced with an identifier for that
specific node. These symbols can also be
randomized, so that if an attacker obtains the
extracted information key, they would need
the Blueprint key file in order to make sure the
correct data is placed into the correct location.

Figure 8 An example of how a Blueprint Key file
would look.

Figure 8 is an example of how an
XML Blueprint key file would look. The root
element “students” is noticeable, as only
students are the target. If the target was a more
specific element such as first or last name,
then the key would appear to have the
“student” elements but have the identifier in
the place of the desired target.

Figure 10. Sample code of how to parse through an
XML document, inserting the key identifiers into
the encrypted file once the target element has been
found.

Figure 10 displays the code for how
the XML data is read using recursion methods
to parse each node. In the function setEle(), if
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the element target are nodes, the code checks
if the node name equals the target element. If
it does, then this code inserts the keyinfo
representation in that targets’ place,
consequently placing that specific information
location in the structure. There are multiple
ways to read through XML data and Figure 1
is but one of many.

data, once a target node, attribute, or text
element is found, it is replaced with a random
generated symbol. This is also placed within
the Blueprint Key file. The outcome is a
Blueprint encrypted file, which still has some
data information, depending on how far the
data was extracted. Since BK deals with
parsing the entire file to create both the key
and encrypted file, we tested XML files up to
1.5MB in size with Caeser and Vigenère
Ciphers. Both these methods are well known
and each are used to encrypt every XML
element with the testing XML data.

1MB Comparsion
1800
1600
1400
1200
1000

Figure 11. Sample code of saving the XML content
in an ArrayList.

800
600
400
200

Figure 11 mostly relates to Method 1
which separates the structure and the content.
This function, setInfo(), uses a class called
KeyNode and an ArrayList to record the
information. The KeyNode is a class that has a
node and a string. Thus, we can create
different strings, and while we capture target
nodes, create KeyNode to map string symbols
to the node representation. Method 2 is simply
extracting information which can be done
however the developer pleases. At the end, the
BK file key contains these symbols/identifiers
that pinpoint the original location of said target
node.
This separation of structure and
content is what makes BK a flexible proposed
method. There are different ways to carry out
this method, but the most important part is
determining how to map the structure with the
content using the Blueprint Key file.

0
BK

Caeser
Nodes

Attribute

Vigenère
Text

Table 1. A 1MB Comparison encryption time
between Blueprint, Caeser, and Vigenère ciphers.

According to Table 1, BK encryption
speeds are similar to that of Vigenère, but
Caeser provided much faster speeds when
dealing with encrypting the file. The
decryption speed for these files are closely
related to encryption speed; therefore, this
chart resembles decryption speed as well as
encryption speed. Using different element
approaches for BK did not affect the
encryption speed at all, whereas for the other
two methods, there is variance when using the
different elements.

Adding BK
3500
3000

6 TESTING

2500
2000

The test is done using Java language, using
w2c packages such Element, Node, NodeList
and Document. While parsing through XML
files, the content is recorded using an
ArrayList caring a custom class called
KeyNode. While parsing through the XML

1500
1000
500
0
BK

BK + Caeser
Nodes

Attribute

BK + Vigenère
Text
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Table 2. A 1MB Comparison encryption time
between Blueprint alone, BK + Caeser, and BK +
Vigenère.

BK vs XMLSE
4.5
4
3.5

According to Table 2, adding the BK
method to the known Caeser and Vigenère
methods causes the number of milliseconds to
at least double by comparison to the unlayered methods. Evidently, layering with BK
increases the amount of time needed to
encrypt, which is to be expected as BK serves
as an additional process. This feat requires that
an attacker need even more time to breach
through the processes with BK, not only
because it acts as an additional layer, but also
because BK is a new method.

3
2.5
2
1.5
1
0.5
0
1KB

2KB

4KB
BK

8KB

XMLSE

Table 4. A comparison between Blueprint and
XML structure encryption.

When comparing the Blueprint results
(in milliseconds) to the XML structure results
in Table 3 (in seconds), a vast difference is
noticeable as the file size gets larger, which is
evident in Table 4. This difference is due to
how the structure is handled. In [1] they create
Stc-ID fields and then have to record the data
with the content reference. They have to take a
larger portion of the file in order to completely
extract the information, encrypt it, and then
produce an encrypted file. With Blueprint
Key, the structure is represented with the key
file. Therefore, the Blueprint process recorded
less information while still maintaining the
structure to content relationship despite the
separation. This shows the benefits of using
the Blueprint key method of recording the
structure instead of recording all information
with the content id in a table as well.

Target speeds

Table 3. Results from [1] determined using XML
structure encryption.

1640
1620
1600

Table 3 is from [1] wherein the
authors
shared
their
results
when
implementing their method and the
corresponding response times.

1580
1560
1540
1520
Nodes

Attribute
Student

Text

Lastname

Table 5. A target speeds comparison boasting a
larger content target vs a specific lower content
target.

The test not only dealt with file size
but also with target encryption. The test files
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all contained student information for the
example test. The target was either the entire
student information node or only their last
name. According to Figure 3, using the entire
student information node as the target was a
lot faster than using only their last name as the
target. This is due to the search value of the
targets. For instance, the student node occurd
first when parsing though the XML file. The
last name, on the other hand, is a deeper node
when searching through the file, therefore it
stands to reason that it takes longer to search
for a deeper level node within an XML
structure.
The manner in which the Blueprint
Key can be created relies on how flexible
access to the elements are. There are many
languages which have frameworks that support
XML and give various ways to parse XML
data. Comparing Blueprint with the known
Caesar and Vigenère Ciphers can show how
the speed of encryption time remains more or
less consistent using our method. Comparing it
to the method of XML structure encryption
results from [1], the time to do this takes way
less since the structure blueprint is recorded on
the XML Blueprint key file.
Using the well-known Caeser and
Vigenère ciphers was for speed comparison.
The end result was Blueprint encryption taking
longer milliseconds to both ciphers. This is
due to the file changing the representation of
the elements. Blueprint Key has the same
outcome but also takes time to record the data.
Comparing results with [1] where we found
the results to be a big difference, [1] recorded
their time in seconds, while our Blueprint
results were in milliseconds. This could be due
to the difference in testing approaches but the
method for [1] also used relational DTD. Their
field key algorithm always used CBC mode,
creating different outcomes for the same
values. But with an evaluation of comparison
speeds, Blueprint key was still far slower than
results from [1]. This shows that the difference
between recording the data structure with
another file instead of recording the data can
make a difference as the file size increases.

7 CONCLUSION

The known standards for XML security are
W3C recommendations XML encryption and
XML signature. The longer a method has
existed and been implemented, the more
chances and time an attacker has to break it.
Therefore, new or improved methods must be
created and performed—new steps or
combinations for an encryption process. In the
past methods stated, we learned how the W3C
standards are still being used but others are
implanting improved or newer methods.
Blueprint Key (BK) acts as this extra step and,
in doing so, adds an additional layer of
security when protecting an XML file. It
proves to add more robustness whether the
data is first encrypted and then BK methods
are used, or vice versa. BK serves as a great
addition because it is such a flexible one. The
inspiration for our newly proposed BK
stemmed from steganography research, as well
as [7]. Our proposed Blueprint Key method
works as follows: it regards XML structure as
crucial information and, as a result, hides it in
another XML file. In addition, a BK file is also
generated which is required to decrypt or
reconstruct the original file. Blueprint key is as
flexible as XML itself, given that this method
can be done in many different ways, using the
XML elements as an advantage. As well as
separating content from structure, this
provides more complex methods for an
attacker to break through. Results show that as
the file size increases, so too does the process
speed. But seeing how minimal the process
speed is, the use of Blueprint Key as a layer
won’t significantly add to the overall process
speed. Thus, it is ultimately another key or
another layer of protection that can be used to
protect XML data.

8 FUTURE WORK
Future work could focus on finding an
efficient way to use identifiers to record the
placement and location of the original data. It
could also focus on finding a different way of
recording the data with another identifier
method or finding another file or medium for
disguising the file. Blueprint Key doesn't have
to be the primary or lone method used, but it
should be the go-to method employed when
trying to increase the security or protection of
an XML file (which contains sensitive data) in
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an attempt to extend our work. Blueprint Key
method has plenty of potential, if not to be
improved but to inspired new ways for XML
Security. We hope that Blueprint Key inspires
new and innovative ways to protect XML
files.
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